
Nov 17th 2016 Chris Miles to SEPTA Board
—
We live here in East Falls, (a neighbor to the south of this proposed plant) 
and we have the following concerns we hope to have voiced:

1. There is a good deal of air pollution in the area already
⁃ Large amounts Sulfur and Nitrogen Oxides, as well as other 

VOCs/particulates from  Route 1 (Roosevelt Boulevard)
⁃ Freight Diesel Emissions Trains from CSX Trenton 

Subdivision Tracks between Hunting Park and Route 1. 
⁃ This double track is used by Huge, particulate spewing trains 

from CSX, Canadian Pacific and Norfolk Southern)
⁃ Landing flight Path for Northeast Airport and Commuter Flights 

to International Airport. Low flying Jets and Piston Prop planes. 
2. What about Alternatives?

⁃ Market Frankford Elevated Street /Blue line uses battery 
technology to store regenerated power from trains. 
Additional "Wayside Storage" pilot projects are already in place. 
Why can't this effort be replicated in conjunction with solar 
power atop Septa dispatch facilities, parking lots and SEPTA-
owned brownfields?

⁃ Silverliner IV already has some limited regeneration capacity
⁃ Silverliner V's are supposed to have more regen
⁃ New Double Height Silverliner VI's can focus on this tech.
⁃ SEPTA has huge swaths of land atop buildings, parking lots and 

former rail sites which would be perfect for solar.
⁃ In The San Francisco Area, the Bay Area Rapid Transit System 

(BART) has partnered with Solar City to introduce solar canopy 
technology at several of its stations (Warm Springs, Antioch 
and Lafayette). This partnership with an outside firm means 
little to no capital outlay for the Transit Agency.  Solar Canopy 
system also shades and protects passengers from inclement 
weather. Given the number of Regional Stations in Philadelphia 
that still need improvement - Such an arrangement could be a 
win-win

3. Social Justice/Environmental Justice - Would this facility 
have been placed in an area with a different poverty rate?

4. Compliance - Is this facility in compliance with all federal 



environmental/emissions rules regarding public funding (as a good 
portion of SEPTA capital project funding comes from the Federal 
MTA)

5. Have the City, State, And Federal Environmental agencies each 
signed off on this? Did any agency have concerns? If so,  what 
were they, and how were they addressed? Have Air Samples over 
time been taken? Is there a current baseline?

6. What will the methods be for oversight - by whom (and how) will 
the noise and emissions from this facility be monitored? What are its 
performance standards? What are the penalties should this facility fall 
out of compliance? How have other facilities like this performed over 
time?

7. Sunset - given some of the zero emission options outlined above - 
and assuming battery and solar technology/pricing continue to 
improve - will there be an opportunity to early sunset this facility, 
given that the transmission, storage and burning of Natural Gas 
(basically methane) each have a significant negative impact on 
climate?

—


